In vivo multiecho T2 relaxation measurements using variable TR to decrease scan time.
Multiecho T2 relaxation measurements to determine geometric mean T2 (GMT2) and myelin water fraction (MWF) are lengthy, resulting in increased motion artefacts from patient discomfort and reduced patient compliance. The goal of this study was to shorten the acquisition time for multiecho T2 measurements without affecting T1 weighting by varying TR across k-space. Six phantoms and 10 healthy volunteers were imaged with both a constant TR and a variable TR multiecho T2 sequence. T1 weighting was determined by TR at the center of k-space; for variable TR measurement, TR was shortened linearly from the center to the edges of k-space. Phantoms showed excellent agreement for proton density and GMT2 between constant and variable TR measurements. No significant differences were found in proton density or MWF for any of the brain structures between the two measurements. The average GMT2 over all structures between the two experiments was not significantly different. In summary, with the variable TR approach, scan time was reduced by >20%, with minimal loss of image resolution and no significant affect on proton density, MWF or GMT2.